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Abstract—Spatial awareness is important in domains where safety hinges on human operators keeping track of the relative locations of objects in their environments. While a variety of subjective and judgment-based measures have been used to evaluate spatial awareness, none have probed all three of its levels: 1) identification of environmental objects, 2) their current locations relative to the operator, and 3) their relative positions over time. This work compares new judgment based measures of spatial awareness that probe all three levels of spatial awareness to conventional subjective measures. In the evaluation of 14 configurations of Synthetic Vision Systems (SVS), 18 pilots made 4 types of judgments (relative angle, distance, height, and abeam time) regarding the location of terrain points displayed in 112 5-second, non-interactive simulations. They also provided subjective awareness and SA-SW O RD measures. ANOVA analyses revealed that comparable results were found between display configurations that produced the minimum error in judgments and those that received the highest subjective ratings. However, none of the subjective measures were correlated with judgment error. Thus, given that the judgment based measures were explicitly designed to measure all three levels of spatial awareness, the subjective measures may not be measuring spatial awareness.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatial awareness (SpA) is an aspect of situation awareness (SA) [1] that encompasses the extent to which a person notices objects in the environment (Level 1), his understanding of where these objects are (Level 2), and his understanding of where he will be in the future (Level 3) [2]. SpA is important in domains such as air traffic control and aviation where safety hinges on operators keeping track of the relative location of objects in the environment. Within these domains, engineers need measures to appropriately evaluate SpA in the systems they intended to support.

A. Subjective Measures

Subjective measures have frequently been used to evaluate awareness, workload, clutter, and other cognitive metrics. The use of subjective measures typically involves exposing participants to a particular design under varying operational conditions and having them rate how they felt (in the case of awareness, how aware they thought they were) using Likert scales. A common subjective awareness measurement technique involves having participants rate the awareness provided by displays on either 7 or 100 point scales [3].

One domain where subjective measures have frequently been used to evaluate awareness, both SpA and general SA, is Synthetic Vision Systems (SVS). Controlled Flight Into Terrain (CFIT), where a fully functional aircraft is inadvertently flown into the ground, water, or other terrain obstacle, has been the cause of more than 25% of all fatal accidents in worldwide commercial aviation since 1987 [7]. Such accidents are often characterized by a loss of SA in low level flight and low visibility conditions [8]. SVS are technologies that address this problem by using onboard terrain databases and Global Positioning System (GPS) data to create a synthetic, clear-day view of the world in front of ownership.

Likert scale subjective measures have been used to evaluate SpA in SVS in [10]. Situation Awareness – Subjective WORKload Dominance (SA-SWORD) is another type of subjective measure that has been used to evaluate awareness in SVS [11]. SA-SWORD, which was adapted to measure awareness from the Subjective Workload Dominance technique, allows participants to make pair-wise comparisons between displays on a seventeen point scale concerning the relative amount of SA provided by each [4]. For n displays, SA-SW ORD requires that \( \binom{n}{2} \) comparisons be made. Values from each are then used to calculate scores for all of the displays [5].

Despite their wide spread use, subjective-based measures do not always match performance. While Likert scale measurement techniques have been correlated with performance measures [12], they have also been shown to be correlated with operator confidence [13]. Thus, these metrics may be measuring confidence rather than awareness.

Additionally, studies utilizing SA-SWORD have found strong correlations between pilot display preference and SA-SWORD scores [14]. It is possible that preference influences SA-SWORD rankings or vice versa.

B. Judgment-based Measures

Judgment based metrics provide another approach to measuring SpA. Yeh [15] used ordinal distance judgments to assess spatial perception for stereoscopic and perspective displays. Several studies have utilized azimuth and elevation angle judgments of the relative position of two objects over...
synthetic terrain [16][17]. Point position replication has also been used [18][19]. None of these have measured all three levels of SpA.

C. Objectives

Quantitative measures of SpA are necessary to inform the development of decision support tools in many domains. This paper compares subjective awareness measures to new judgment-based measures that probe all three levels of SpA: identifying an object in the environment probe Level 1 SpA; judgments of the relative position of the object probe Level 2 SpA; and a judgment of the time it would take to reach that object probe level 3 SpA. Both directional and absolute error terms for each judgment assess SpA accuracy at each level. Since these measures are theoretically motivated by the SpA literature, their comparison to subjective measures could reveal what aspects of SpA the subjective measures assess.

This comparison is conducted within the SVS domain because of its convention for utilizing subjective measures. The new SpA measures were evaluated with respect to a point indicated on the terrain (terrain point) of an SVS display. Identifying the terrain point probed Level 1 SpA; judgments of the relative angle, distance, and height of the terrain point probed Level 2 SpA (providing a three dimensional perspective of the pilot’s perceived terrain location); and an abeam time judgment (the time it would take the pilot to fly abeam to the terrain point) probed level 3 SpA.

Two aspects of SVS that can affect SpA are terrain texture (the imagery drawn on the synthetic terrain) and FOV (the angular boundaries of the volume of space represented in the display). As part of a larger study to determine what textures and FOVs best facilitated SpA for SVS (see [20]) and identify SpA biases in SVS (see [21]) using the new SpA measures, this work compared the results obtained by the new SpA measures with terrain awareness and SA-SWORD subjective measures. This was done by comparing which textures and FOVs were recommended by the measure, and looking for correlations between measures.

II. METHODS

A. Participants

Eighteen general aviation pilots were recruited to participate in the study. All participants had less than 400 hours of flight experience (median = 140, range = [65, 300]). They were not familiar with SVS displays.

B. Apparatus

Desktop computers running custom software [22] displayed simulation trials and collected participant judgments. SVS displays employed the symbology depicted in Fig. 1. In each trial, the location of the terrain point was indicated using a yellow inverted cone (\(d = 500\) ft, \(h = 500\) ft) which was rendered as part of the SVS environment. The tip of the cone intersected the terrain at the terrain point. All simulations depicted SVS displays in flight at 127 knots and were displayed as 5 second, 836 pixel \(\times\) 728 pixel, 30 frames per second, Windows Media Video (WMV) files.

C. Independent Variables

There were five within subject independent variables. These included texture, FOV, and three scenario geometry variables: the relative (azimuth) angle, distance, and height of the terrain point to ownship.

Seven textures (Fig. 2) were used in the experiment. There were three base textures: Fishnet (F), where a grid of 500ft by 500ft squares are drawn over solidly colored terrain; Elevation (E), where bands of color representing regularly spaced intervals of terrain elevation are depicted on the terrain; and Photo (P), where satellite photos of the actual terrain superimposed on the synthetic terrain. All combinations of these textures were also used: EF, PF, PE, and PEF. The three base textures were chosen because each had been used in SVS [10], and each facilitated different depth cues that persisted under combination [20].

Two FOVs (30° and 60°) were used in this experiment. These base textures: Fishnet (F), where a grid of 500ft by 500ft squares are drawn over solidly colored terrain; Elevation (E), where bands of color representing regularly spaced intervals of terrain elevation are depicted on the terrain; and Photo (P), where satellite photos of the actual terrain superimposed on the synthetic terrain. All combinations of these textures were also used: EF, PF, PE, and PEF. The three base textures were chosen because each had been used in SVS [10], and each facilitated different depth cues that persisted under combination [20].

Two FOVs (30° and 60°) were used in this experiment. These were selected because they were shown to be preferred by pilots in [10], [11], and [23].

In order to mediate the effect of known spatial biases ([2] and [21]), the location of the terrain point varied based on its relative position at the end of a simulation by changing the scenario geometry variables (relative angle, distance, and height). Each variable had two levels (TABLE I).
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Angle</td>
<td>[0°, 6.5°]</td>
<td>N(μ = 3.75, σ = 1.25)</td>
<td>Small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Distance</td>
<td>[1 nmi, 3.25 nmi]</td>
<td>N(μ = 2.25, σ = 0.417)</td>
<td>Near</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3.75 nmi, 6 nmi]</td>
<td>N(μ = 4.75, σ = 0.417)</td>
<td>Far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Height</td>
<td>[-1000 ft, -100 ft]</td>
<td>U(-1000, -100)</td>
<td>Below</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[100 ft, 1000 ft]</td>
<td>U(100, 1000)</td>
<td>Above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Measure</th>
<th>Actual Value</th>
<th>Judgment Value</th>
<th>Directional Error</th>
<th>Absolute Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>A_a</td>
<td>A_j</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>\text{if } A_a &gt; 0 | A_a + A_e \text{ otherwise})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>D_a</td>
<td>D_j</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>D_a + D_e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>H_a</td>
<td>H_j</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>H_a + H_e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abeam Time</td>
<td>t_a</td>
<td>t_j</td>
<td>t_e = t_j - t_a</td>
<td>t_e = t_j - t_a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Dependent Measures

There were seventeen dependent measures in this study. Eleven are reported here (others are discussed in [20] and [21]). Eight of these were calculated from the four judgment values (relative angle (°), relative distance (nmi), relative height (ft), and abeam time (s)) from the three judgment tasks (TABLE II). Two dependent measures were associated with each of these judgment values: one for directional error and one for absolute error. Each directional error term represented both the direction and magnitude of the error in the judgment value. Absolute error terms represented the absolute value of the magnitude of the judgment error.

There were six subjective measure dependent variables in the study. Only Awareness and two SA-SWORD measures are discussed here. For each texture and FOV combination, Awareness ratings were collected on a one hundred point scale and were comparable to the SpA measure used in [10]. SA-SWORD scores were computed for each texture within a scale and were comparable to the SpA measure used in [10].

Awareness ratings were collected (Fig. 4). After all of the trials for a FOV were completed, participants made SA-SWORD dependent measures: SA-SWORD 30° and SA-SWORD 60°.

E. Procedure

Each experimental session lasted less than four hours. The participants completed consent forms and were briefed about the experiment. Each participant was randomly assigned to an experimental condition. For each trial, participants viewed five second simulations of an SVS heads down display in flight (Fig. 1). At the end of the five seconds, the display froze for one second and then the screen was cleared.

For each trial, participants made four judgments based on the relative position of the terrain point: relative angle, relative distance, relative height, and abeam time using the interface in Fig. 3. For the relative distance and angle judgments, participants placed a yellow X in the upper left section of the display corresponding to the lateral location of the terrain point relative to the aircraft. For the relative height judgment, the participant placed a yellow X in the upper right of the display corresponding to the relative height of the terrain point. For the abeam time judgment, the participant entered the time in minutes and seconds using the keyboard. To support this time judgment, a yellow dot on the relative distance and angle judgment collection interface indicated the location of the abeam point based on the relative distance and angle judgment. Participants were asked to perform these tasks as quickly and accurately as possible.

The data collection interface allowed judgments to be collected independently of FOVs used in the SVS displays. The height judgment was collected separately from the relative distance and angle judgments due to the difference in resolutions between the distance (nmi) and height judgments (ft) (see [22] for more information).

Each participant experienced 112 counterbalanced experimental trials (7 textures × 2 FOVs × 2 angles × 2 distances × 2 heights = 112) and 72 training trials. Participants saw all of the trials with one FOV before seeing any trials with the other. FOV presentation order was counterbalanced between participants. Base textures always appeared before their combinations to avoid confusion. Each participant saw two of the base textures, the combination of them, the third texture, and the rest of the combinations. Three texture orders were created so that no base texture was introduced in more than one ordered slot: {P, E, PE, F, PF, EF, PEF}, {E, F, EF, P, PE, PF, PEF}, and {F, P, PF, E, EF, PE, PEF}. Texture orders were counterbalanced between participants.

On completion of trials for each texture and FOV, Awareness ratings were collected (Fig. 4). After all of the trials for a FOV were completed, participants made SA-SWORD pair-wise comparisons between each texture with that FOV (Fig. 5).
F. Experimental Design and Data Analysis

The experiment employed a repeated measures design with 18 participants. Three participants were randomly assigned to each of the six combinations of the between subject variables (2 FOV orders × 3 texture orders = 6).

The Awareness and SA-SWORD dependent measures were subjected to post-processing before being evaluated in the subsequent analyses. Awareness measures were converted into z-scores based on the mean and standard deviation of a participant’s ratings. SA-SWORD 30° and SA-SWORD 60° pair-wise comparisons were converted to numerical scores using the method described in [5].

The main and two-way interaction effects of the within and between subject factors on the dependent measures were assessed using a univariate repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) [24]. A Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity was performed in order to ensure that the assumptions for the repeated measure analysis were not violated. When sphericity was violated (p < 0.05) a Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon correction factor was used [24]. Pearson’s correlation coefficients were used to evaluate correlations between dependent measures.

III. RESULTS

Results are presented using α = 0.05 for significance.

A. Texture

1) Judgment-Based Measures. Texture was a significant main effect for |Δa| and |Δd| (TABLE III). A Bonferroni post hoc analysis revealed no significant differences between textures for |Δa|. However, a Tukey’s HSD showed that participants committed significantly less distance error for the EF and PEF textures than they did for the F texture (Fig. 6a).

Further, an examination of the error levels for which a texture scenario geometry interaction was significant revealed that there were three textures, EF, PF, and PEF, that were amongst the set of homogeneous subsets of textures (no significant differences between textures) that produce the minimum absolute error across error terms (see [20] for more detail).

2) Subjective Measures. Texture was significant for Awareness (Table 3). While a Tukey’s post hoc analysis indicated that there were no significant differences between the mean Awareness ratings for each texture (Fig. 6b), differences were found using a least significant difference post hoc analysis. This revealed that E, EF, PF, and PEF were amongst the four textures in the homogeneous subset of textures that received the highest scores (Fig. 6b).

Texture was significant for both SA-SWORD 30° and SA-SWORD 60°. Bonferroni post hoc analyses revealed that there were five textures that were in the homogeneous subsets of textures that received the highest scores for SA-SWORD 30°: P, EF, PF, PE, and PEF (Fig. 6c). For SA-SWORD 60°, there were four such textures: EF, PF, PE, and PEF (Fig. 6d).

B. FOV

1) Judgment-based Measures. FOV was significant for |Δa| and Hε (TABLE III). It was not significant for any of the absolute error terms. Participants overestimated angle judgments for both FOVs, but overestimated them more for the 60° FOV (M = 3.16, SD = 5.97) than the 30° FOV (M = 1.91, SD = 4.299). They underestimated relative height judgments for both FOVs, but overestimated them more for the 60° FOV (M = -108.4, SD = 322.2) than the 30° FOV (M = -54.8, SD = 324.7).

2) Subjective Measures. FOV was not significant for Awareness.

### TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Measure</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>FOV</th>
<th>Texture × FOV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1,10,32,66 = 4.61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.01*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1,10,32,66 = 3.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.02*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1,10,32,66 = 2.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1,10,32,66 = 2.87</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.02*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1,10,32,66 = 12.62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*W = 0.05, X2(20) = 44.96, p < 0.01, e = 0.64; 4W = 0.02, X2(20) = 61, p < 0.01, e = 0.40; 4W = 0.06, X2(20) = 40.85, p < 0.01, e = 0.54; 4W = 0.02, X2(20) = 59.26, p < 0.01, e = 0.43; 4W = 0.02, X2(20) = 56.61, p < 0.01, e = 0.39; 4W = 0.10, X2(20) = 33.48, p = 0.03, e = 0.62; 4W = 0.02, X2(20) = 61.83, p < 0.01, e = 0.36; 4W = 0.1, X2(20) = 34.3, p = 0.03, e = 0.62; 4W = 0.01, X2(20) = 62.54, p < 0.01, e = 0.36; 4W = 0, X2(20) = 88.04, p = 0.01, e = 0.33; 4W = 0.04, X2(20) = 49.07, p < 0.01, e = 0.52; 4W = 0.04, X2(20) = 46.34, p < 0.01, e = 0.57. * p < 0.05.
with subjective measures commonly used to evaluate display judgment-based measures that probed all three levels of SpA using an artificial object. As such, the use of comparable options in a timely manner, experimental trials were short and designs. However, in order to investigate a range of display representations, 95% confidence intervals. Solid lines under textures indicate indicated by a Tukey’s HSD with mean. Bars around means in Fig. 6. Post hoc analyses results for the texture main effect. Filled circles indicate homogeneous subsets (no significant differences between textures) as indicated by a Tukey’s HSD (a and b) or a Bonferroni post hoc (c and d). Dotted lines under the textures in b indicate homogeneous subsets as indicated by a least significant difference post hoc. 

C. Correlations Between Measures

A two-tailed Pearson product moment correlation analysis was performed in order to determine if there were any significant correlations between the subjective measures and the judgment derived measures (a Bonferroni correction was used to account for multiple comparisons). This revealed that there were no correlations between Awareness and the judgment-based measures. Additionally, there were no significant correlations between SA-SWORD 30° and SA-SWORD 60° and any of the other measures.

IV. DISCUSSION

This effort represents the first study comparing judgment-based measures that probed all three levels of SpA with subjective measures commonly used to evaluate display designs. However, in order to investigate a range of display options in a timely manner, experimental trials were short and non-interactive. In addition, the terrain point was indicated using an artificial object. As such, the use of comparable (judgment and subjective) measures in higher fidelity flight and simulation tests could help validate this experiment’s findings. Despite these limitations, however, significant results were found.

The judgment-based measures introduced by this work have proven useful for evaluating SVS displays’ ability to convey SpA. Because the judgments were grounded in the theoretical foundations of SpA, three textures (EF, PF, and PEF) were found to best support both level 2 SpA (the least \(|D_2|, |H_2|, |r_2|\) and level 3 SpA (the least \(|r_3|\)). Additionally, directional and absolute error terms provide information about biases in the perception of SpA information between FOVs (see [20] and [21] for a more in-depth interpretation of the results). However, while significant differences were found for subjective measures, the results provide little indication that they are actually measuring SpA.

A. Awareness

A less robust post-hoc analysis (least significant difference) showed that three textures in the set that produced the highest Awareness ratings (EF, PF, and PEF) were among the textures that produced the least \(|D_2|, |H_2|, |r_2|\) [20]. Given that the E, EF, and PF textures were among the set of textures that produced the highest Awareness ratings, these results are consistent with results obtained by Glaab and Hughes [10] who found that participants tended to give PF, E, and EF textures higher terrain awareness ratings than the F texture. However, Awareness was not correlated with any of the judgment-based measures, suggesting that judgment accuracy was not what they were using to assess their awareness.

The inability of Awareness to produce significant results for the ANOVA or the corresponding post hoc analyses may be due to the nature of the task. Had participants actually been flying the aircraft, their attentional resources would have been in higher demand and they might have been able to better assess texture’s ability to convey SpA. Further, the displays used in this experiment utilized a reduced set of instrumentation than is often employed in SVS displays.

This illustrates a limitation of Awareness. While the judgment-based measures were able to produce significant results and convey significant differences with the given procedure, Awareness was not. Thus, since similar subjective measures have produced significant results for flight and simulation tests, Awareness may only be applicable in more realistic flight and simulation tests.

B. SA-SWORD

The ANOVA results for SA-SWORD did produce significant results, indicating that participants thought some textures enhanced SpA more than others. The textures that produced the highest SA-SWORD scores were somewhat consistent with the textures shown to produce the least amount of judgment error. Both EF and PEF were among the group of statistically similar textures that produced the
highest scores for both SA-SWORD 30° and SA-SWORD 60° as well as being in the group of statistically similar textures that produced the least judgment error in both the main and interaction effects [20]. However, there were no correlations between SA-SWORD scores and other dependent measures. Thus, it is not clear if SA-SWORD is measuring a component of SpA.

C. Conclusions

It is important to find theoretically-based performance measures of awareness so that awareness can be comprehensively evaluated. This work introduced judgment-based measures of SpA designed to probe all three levels of SpA knowledge and compared them with subjective measures commonly used to evaluate SVS. While similarities were found between the results of the subjective and judgment-based measures, the lack of correlation between subjective scores and judgment error makes it difficult to determine what dimensions of SpA the subjective measures are assessing. Since subjective measures are being used to evaluate safety critical systems such as SVS, it is important that designers understand their value when interpreting data.

While this research focused on SpA with SVS displays, there are other potential applications. Subjective measures have been used to evaluate awareness for air combat systems [26], tunnel in the sky displays [9], human-robot interaction [27], and many other areas. Thus, given that the subjective awareness measures were unable to show correlations with judgments related to SpA knowledge, awareness measures in other domains may exhibit similar behavior.
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